From: [Redacted]
Sent: 11/19/2010 3:40:18 PM
To: [Redacted]
Subject: ADMINISTRATIVE REVISION - PROVISION OF SUPPORT TO LOS ZETAS BY SALTILLO, COAHUILA, MEXICO, MUNICIPAL POLICE OFFICERS, AND POLIC [SECRET/NOFORN/IDB]

TRANSFERRED FOR DIRECT REPLY -- FBI

SECRET/NOFORN
Sensitive

MRN: 10 FBI WASHINGTON DC 11199323
Date/DTG: Nov 19, 2010 / 191993Z NOV 10
From: FBI WASHINGTON DC
Action: ZEN/ALL FBI FIELD OFFICES; ZEN/FOR FIDS PROD
Captions: SENSITIVE, NOFORN
Subject: ADMINISTRATIVE REVISION - PROVISION OF SUPPORT TO LOS ZETAS BY SALTILLO, COAHUILA, MEXICO, MUNICIPAL POLICE OFFICERS, AND POLIC [SECRET/NOFORN/IDB]

SECRET/NOFORN
QQQQ
SUBJ: ADMINISTRATIVE REVISION - PROVISION OF SUPPORT TO LOS ZETAS BY SALTILLO, COAHUILA, MEXICO, MUNICIPAL POLICE OFFICERS, AND POLIC [SECRET/NOFORN/IDB]

SECRET/NOFORN
SERIAL: (U) IIR 4214 0349 11
COUNTRY: (U) MEXICO (MX)
IPS: (U) JFCG2210; JFCG2210.
SUBJ: ADMINISTRATIVE REVISION - PROVISION OF SUPPORT TO LOS ZETAS BY SALTILLO, COAHUILA, MEXICO, MUNICIPAL POLICE OFFICERS, AND POLICE INVOLVEMENT IN DRUG TRAFFICKING AND HOMICIDES, AS OF MAY 2009

PAGE 03 RUEWMC0323 SECRET/NOFORN
(SNIP)
WARNING: (U) THIS IS A RAW INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES, BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED, OR ANALYZED.

REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET/NOFORN.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DOI: (U) 20090500.
REPS: (U) MEX2005A.ID.2.21; MEX2005A.ID.2.5; MEX2005A.ID.2.8
SOURCE: (U) A WALK-IN TO THIS AGENCY
CONTEXT: [SNIP] THE SOURCE

OBTAINED THE INFORMATION

INSTR: (U) U.S. NO.
PREP: (U) PLEASE NOTE CHANGES ON CONTACTING THE FBI FOR INFORMATION
REQUESTS, DIRECT COMMENTS, EVALUATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS TO

ON LAW ENFORCEMENT ONLINE. FOR REQUESTS

PAGE 07 RUEWWMFC3323 SECRET NOFORN
CONCERNING FOREIGN DISCLOSURES, PLEASE EMAIL

NUMBER AND SUBJECT OF THE REPORT WHEN CORRESPONDING ABOUT THIS
REPORT. PLEASE TELEPHONE ****** FOR URGENT OR FOLLOWUP RFP
MATTERS ONLY.
ACQ: (U) (20101021).
DISSEML: (U) FIELD: NONE.
WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET - NOT RELEASABLE TO
FOREIGN NATIONALS.
DRF-FROM: FBI NSISCG
DECL-ON: 25X1-HUMAN

Derived From: FBI NSISCG
Declassify on: 25X1-HUMAN
Info: ZEN=ORGANIZATIONS;
ZEN=OFFICE OF ALCOHOL TOBACCO FIREARMS WASHINGTON DC;
BUREAU OF PRISONS WASHINGTON DCRoutine; ZEN/CIA WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DEPT OF HOMELAND SECURITY WASHINGTON DC; WASHDC, SECSTATE
Routine; ZEN/CIA WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/IRN/SA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD;
ZEN/DNI WASHINGTON DC; DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMIN HQ WASHINGTON DC
Routine; DSS WASHINGTON DCRoutine; EPIC EL PASO TXRoutine;
ZEN/DEP OF JUSTICE; ZEN/HQ BICE WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/HQ NORD-USNORTHCOM PETERSON AFB CO;
ZEN/HQ USOUTHCOM SECURITY AND INTEL MIAMI FL; ZEN/MEXICO CITY, LEGAT;
ZEN/NORAD-USNORTHCOM J2 PETERSON AFB CO;
ZENUS CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION WASHINGTON DC;
US MARSHALS SERVICE WASHINGTON DCRoutine;
ZENUS SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DC;
ZENWHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASHINGTON DC
Attachments: 

Action Post: 
Dissemination Rule: Archive Copy

SECRET INTEOHN Sensitive
2. (S/N)(V) AS OF MAY 2009, A LARGE NUMBER OF SALITTO, COAHUILA, MUNICIPAL POLICE OFFICERS PROVIDED SUPPORT AND INFORMATION TO LOS ZETAS IN MEXICO.

3. (S/N)(V) A LIST OF SALITTO MUNICIPAL POLICE OFFICERS WHO PROVIDED SUPPORT AND INFORMATION TO LOS ZETAS WAS AS FOLLOWS:

RECEIVED COMMUNICATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS FROM UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDUALS:

MEXICAN AUTHORITIES ARRESTED:

COMMENTS: 1. (U/FOUO) FBI COMMENTS. SOURCE IS AVAILABLE FOR RE-CONTACT.
2. (U/FOUO) RECIPIENTS SHOULD DESTROY ALL ELECTRONIC AND HARD COPIES OF THE ORIGINAL REPORT. RECIPIENTS SHOULD ALSO ENSURE THAT ANY CITATION OF THIS INFORMATION IN FINISHED INTELLIGENCE PUBLICATIONS DRAWS ON THE CORRECTED VERSION OF THIS REPORT, RATHER THAN THE EARLIER VERSION.